Abstract. CCN (content-centric networking) provides a solution to solve the problem of content acquisition and distribution in the view of network architecture. The finiteness of network resource and unexpectedness of network traffic result in network congestion inevitably. The mainstream implementation of CCN still relies on IP routing, so the study of congestion control scheme in CCN now cannot reflect the value of the research which can only superimpose over the congestion control scheme of IP. POF (Protocol-Oblivious Forwarding) is an extension of the OpenFlow protocol, which can support forwarding packets in any format. We have realized a prototype of CCN using POF. Then a joint congestion control strategy is proposed in POF-CCN. The experimental results show that the strategy can effectively control congestion in POF-CCN.
Introduction
In the recent years, network resources have been increased exponentially. Users concern about the information rather than the location where the information is stored. In order to meet the growing needs for contents, some data distribution technologies are proposed, such as P2P (Peer-to-Peer), Pub/Sub (Publication/Subscription), CDN (Content Delivery Network), Web Cache, etc. Although these technologies are information-centric, they are all implemented in the application layer. So there is a lot of redundant data to transmit, and the utilization of network resource is not high [1] . Network congestion is a common problem. So congestion control in CCN is necessary. Most existing architectures of CCN are realized by CCNx, IP-based overlay network or modifying some fields of IP to support content routing. Because of lack of hardware support, CCNx cannot be implemented in actual physical network. And, IP network itself has many studies of congestion control, thus congestion control research of CCN over IP does not have much research value.
To solve these problems, we have realized that the CCN architecture and congestion control study of CCN based both on POF. Literature [2] [3] [4] propose a series of the SDN-based ICN/CCN schemes which all use IP packet format. POF (Protocol-Oblivious Forwarding) [5] is an innovative technology proposed by Huawei for SDN and is an alternative of OpenFlow2.0 standard. The Protocol-Oblivious feature of POF makes user define protocols independently and co-exist with existing protocols. We call this CCN architecture using POF-CCN. Therefore, the POF-CCN architecture can support content routing without IP, but also is compatible with IP network. We propose a joint congestion control strategy, and do some experiments in POF-CCN architecture.
buffer size, the number of packets in the queue and other relevant parameters. This is a congestion control method hop-by-hop. In addition, ICP in [8] and CCTCP in [9] proposed congestion control strategies by predicting RTT. ICTP is similar to TCP congestion control in [10] .
Joint Receivers and Hop-by-Hop Congestion Control
Literature in [10] proposes HR-ICP. The CCN router maintains a virtual queue for each stream at its output interface, and it judges congestion by a credit counter. If congestion occurs, the router discards interest packets at the tail. At the receiver HR-ICP used ICP to control interest packet transmission rate. Wang et al. in [11] calculated packet transmission rate considering interest packets and data packets competition for bandwidth. The router discards interest packet at the tail and informs the receiver of congestion at the same time. Then the receiver adjusts window smoothly. All of these schemes just consider transmission rate of output interfaces (i.e. upstream link bandwidth). When data packets arrive at a rate which goes beyond the capacity of the downstream link, congestion will occur. The joint congestion control proposed in this paper improves the stability of RTT prediction, and adjusts packets transmission rate considering both upstream and downstream link bandwidths.
A Joint Congestion Control Strategy
The judgment of congestion in the path can be performed by RTT(round-trip time) at the receivers and intermediate routing nodes, and then the node can adjust the transmission rate of interest packets.
An Improved RTT Prediction Mechanism
CCTCP in [9] uses anticipated interest packets to get the location of the next requested content chunk, so it is easy to know how long it takes to get a response after sending the next interest request. Interest packets could provide RTTs of subsequent content chunks for the receiver with the help of CCN routing nodes. In CCTCP, the receiver records node IDs and hops. In addition, if you encounter congestion in the process of requesting the content, and the congestion occurs between the nodes which caches the anticipated chunk and the receiver, then the accuracy of RTT prediction reduces incredibly. Figure 1 shows the process of RTT prediction using anticipated interest packets in CCTCP. RCV requests content A in first round, and will request content B the next round. Therefore, interest packet sent by RCV having both ID of content A and ID of anticipated content B. R n has content A and R k has content B. RCV sends an interest packet at the time of T I and will get the data packet at the time of T D. The interest packet passes R k at the time of T I (k), and the data packet passes R k at the time of TD(k). RCV could predict RTT between itself and R k by equation (1).
To solve these problems, this paper presents an improved for scalability issues, our strategy does not record node IDs and the relevant hops. Therefore the returned data packets no longer include relevant data. When the receiver receives data packets, the receiver just records corresponding interfaces and RTTs of anticipated chunks. In order to improve the stability of predicting RTT, we choose some routing nodes of high performance (hereinafter referred to a particular node). The particular node records RTT. between itself and the node which caches the next expected content. When the receiver requests the next content, if this particular node finds RTT exceed the timeout value, it will inform its receiver, which could enhance the stability of predicting RTT to some extent. In Figure 2 , the receiver requests content A and the anticipated chunk is B. The selected particular node is RD and RD does not have contents A and B. When RD receives the interest packet, if the interest packet does not add information which upstream nodes have content B, RD will record the arrival time TB(I), add the ID of content B to its anticipated interest table and add TB(I) to the corresponding table entry of the interest packet. RU is having the content B. When RU receives the interest packet, RU will record the arrival time TI(B), and add TI(B) to the corresponding table entry of the interest packet. If content A is found, the data packet will be returned back along the reverse path. The information of content B in the interest packet will be added to the data packet. When the data packet passes through RU and RD, we could get TD(B) and TB(D). Then RTT for RD and the receiver could be predicted when the receiver requests the next content-content B.
The RTT of RD is calculated by equation (2).
The RTT of the receiver is calculated by equation (3).
When the current requested content is discovered but the anticipated chunk is not discovered along this path orthe anticipated chunk is cached between the receiver and the particular node, RTT can not be predicted in these situations. In this case, RTT is set to the default value, and the particular node will delete corresponding entries. If this situation occurs frequently, it will affect the system performance. However, the Saino et al. in [9] pointed out that this is extremely rare. In addition, if the interest packet already has time registered by the node which cached the anticipated chunk, subsequent nodes no longer register time on this interest packet even if they also have already cached the anticipated chunk. Similarly, when the data packet is returnedalong the reverse path, if the node has the anticipated chunk and there is no time registered on the data packet, this node can not register time on this data packet.
As above mentioned, we need to choose some nodes of high performance. The controller can select appropriate nodes according to the overall situation. Of course, when the particular node is at a position upstream the node which cached the current requested content, RTT can not be predicted. This situation does not always occur, so we design an improved RTT prediction mechanism to improve the stability of prediction to a certain extent.
Congestion Judgment Considering the Capacity of the Upstream and Downstream Link
Nodes can monitor data packets queues forwarded to upstream interfaces and interest packets queues forwarded to downstream interfaces to judge congestion. However, in the same interface buffer queue, there cannot be the interest packet and data packet for the same content, which is decided by the CCN's initial design. When the link is not congested, interest packets and data packets in the buffer have to satisfy the following constraints. 
A Joint Congestion Control Strategy
According to the strategy proposed in this paper, the routing nodes and the receiving end nodes adjust rate of sending interest packets. Intermediate routing nodes consider both upstream and downstream link capacity. The receiving end nodes consider RTTs predicted by both themselves and particular nodes. As mentioned above, particular nodes can predict RTT by anticipated interest packets. If particular nodes have not received data packets after RTT runs out, they know the upstream congestion situation. In addition, we need to take both data packets and interest packets in the transmission queue into consideration. Table I shows the congestion process flow according to the upstream and downstream link congestion and RTTs.
If a routing node receives a congestion notice from an upstream node, it will promptly adjust the transmission rate. For those common nodes without anticipated interests table, steps from 1 to 4 will not be performed.
The strategy has improved the stability of RTT prediction by choosing some particular nodes. Table II shows the congestion process flow at the receivers. In step 2, α is an adjustment factor to prevent the traffic burst due to changes in the size of data packets and other factors, which can be set to 3% while CWND (Congestion Window) is TCP state variable that limits the amount of data the TCP can send into the network before receiving an ACK. Wang studies that the setting can effectively improve the robustness of this system in [11] .
In the case when network congestion may occur, the receiver adopts a much smoother way to reduce the size of window than AIMD. If the current size of the window is 10, the same number of interest packets will be sent into the network. If the capacity of the network can only handle 7 interest packets at the same time, the receiver may receive three congestion informs from these particular nodes. Then the size of window will be set to 7. This approach is somewhat similar to the relentless congestion control in [12] . The relentless congestion control decreases the size of window depending on the number of lost data packets. Advantages of this strategy is that the window changes smoothly and the traffic stays in a steady state.
Experiments and Results
This section compares the time required to complete the task used by CCTCP, ICP and our strategy. Experimental environment is our POF-CCN architecture. Five users request contents from five content nodes. Bandwidth of edge link (links between user nodes and content nodes) is set to 10Mbps, and bandwidth of link between content nodes is set to 40Mbps.Content requests have been generated following a Poisson distribution, while content popularity has been modelled using a Zipf distribution with variable α=0.5. All content objects have equal sizes, with each object composed of 1000 chunks of 1 Kbyte. The initial retransmission timeout values have been set to 3 seconds. We did two experiments. In the first experiment, every content node caches the content chunk when the data packet returns to the receiver. The results are shown in Figure 3 . In the second experiment, content nodes along the path cache the content chunk randomly when the Data packet returns to the receiver. The results are shown in Figure 4 . And, the both experiments adopt LRU replacement policy. Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows that our joint congestion control method shows a better performance than the other two methods. JCC is our joint congestion control strategy. There are two reasons. First of all, we have improved the stability of RTT prediction. Secondly, intermediate routing nodes adjust the packet transmission rate according to both downstream and upstream link capacity, so they can make full use of the link bandwidth.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have implemented a CCN prototype using POF, which does not rely on IP. Then a joint congestion control strategy is proposed in POF-CCN. The stability of RTT prediction has been improved with the help of special nodes. The receiver adjusts data packets transmission rate considering RTT predicted by both special nodes and itself. In addition, intermediate router nodes adjust packets transmission rate considering not only upstream but also downstream link capacity. Two experiments are designed on POF-CCN, and the results demonstrate the superiority of the strategy. But when the anticipated chunk is cached between the receiver and the particular node, RTT cannot be predicted in this situation and is set to the default value. As future work, we intend to solve this problem and improve our joint congestion control strategy further. 
